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About the GECF
Fostering cooperation between GECF, non-GECF gas producing countries and International organizations on gas market related issues

Promote exchange of technology and experience amongst Member Countries to efficiently and effectively exploit their gas resources

Providing a framework for cooperation amongst GECF Members.

Elaborate views on different market risks and opportunities arising from world gas market Developments

Identify and promote measures and approaches necessary to ensure that Member Countries derive the most value from their gas resources
GE CF Data reporting procedure: reporting process

- Direct Communication MCs
- Secondary Sources
- Data Collection
- In-house Research
- Data Dissemination
- Meetings
- MCs Requests
- Models
- Website
- Intranet

Data Processing
### Completed objectives

- Nomination of Focal Points from the GECF MCs.
- 1st workshop on GECF Data reporting mechanism
- Elaboration of monthly questionnaire and Start Data exchange for month (M-2).
- Development of adequate IT infrastructure for collaborative work with MCs and maintain reliable and Up-to-date IT technology.

### Short & medium term challenges

- Active involvement and respect of the GECF Data reporting procedure by the GECF MCs and Secretariat.
- Data quality, consistency, reliability, timeline and completion rate of the GECF Data questionnaires.
- Standardization of concepts and definitions of Data between the GECF Secretariat and the GECF MCs.
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